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The Searatary of State would invite all the party leaders of 
the main constitutional parties to meet him separately.
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Q. The laOot sure way to deflect the preos from analysing 
whether tha SDLP or Unionists had given ground to achieve talks 
is for tha discussions to start immediately thereby providing a 
naw focus of interest. The press If they were to attempt to 
push the partieo into a position where they were defending their 
presence at talks would cause agitation amongst party supporters 
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7. The other party leaders, would, on ending their meetings 
with the Secretary of State, also keep the detail of thu meeting 
confidential. They would indicate that they were willing to 
enter talkie.
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1. Tha two governments would make a statement that ths 
meeting ofjthe conference was to be fixed for a future data 
be statBd"ln the announcement) sufficiently far in advance 
facilitate discussion involving the main constitutional 
political pertleii in Northern Ireland.

2. In their response to this statement the unionist 
would announce they intend to seek clarification 
meaning off the statement.

6. After meeting colleagues the two unionist leaders 
relaase a statement saying that they had sought and 
clarification from the Secretary of State concerning 
prospects for talks among the parties in Northern Ireland, 
statement would indicate that they now believe unionists 
enter nagotiations with the other constitutional 
their manifesto pre-requisite for entering discussions had 
fully mat in ragard to both the Anglo-Irish Confaroncu and 
MaryfleJd Cecrateriate. No Interviews would be given to 
prase or madia. All would be referrrsd to the statement.

In the event of the two government's representatives having 
meet at any time during the period of the discuauione, 

ba handled in a sensitive way and under the auspices 
Intar-~Qovernmental Council so as not to causa 

to the politicians involved in talks and not 
break-down of those talks.

4. The Secretary of State, at his meeting, with the unionist 
leaders, would explain, In confidence, that only a skeleton 
presence Would remain at Maryfield. This would involved only 
those essential to re-direct mall and telephone calls to ths two 
governments respective offices, The other members of the 
Maryfield Secretariat staff would return to other duties in 
their appropriate government offices.

5. On lasvlng 
unionist leaders 
meeting with Mr King, they would circumvent any other 
by stating it would be inappropriate to comment as 
first conBiilt colleagues.


